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Motivation

I After the �nancial crisis, the diversi�cation by banks into
non-traditional banking activity has become a critical concern
for regulators.

I A British panel has recommended �ring-fencing� of investment
banking from retail banking.

I The �Volcker� rule in the Dodd-Frank bill seeks to curtail
proprietary trading.

I Questions in this paper:

I What is the relationship between non-core banking activity
(non-interest income) and systemic risk?

I Is the relationship homogenous in countries with di�erent
levels of banking concentration?
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Previous Literature

I Non-interest income

I Theoretical: Portfolio theory (Markowitz (1952)) advocates
that diversi�cation can decrease risk when individual assets are
not fully correlated. But Wagner (2010) points out that even
though diversi�cation can decrease individual bank risk, it can
increase systemic risk due to increase possibility of joint failure.

I Empirical: De Jonghe(2009), Brunnermeir, Dong and Palia
(2011) and Demigurc-Kunt and Huizinga (2010) show that
bank failure increases bank fragility.

I Concentration

I Theoretical: Keeley (1990) shows that a decrease in
concentration can increase bank default risk. Boyd and De
Nicolo (2005) shows that it is possible for bank portfolios to
become less risky as competition increases in the loan market .

I Empirical: Beck, Demigurc-Kunt and Levine (2006) show that
countries with higher concentration su�er fewer banking crises.
Boyd, De Nicolo and Jalal (2006) show that banks in higher
concentration environments are less stable.
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Our contribution

I Relationship between concentration and non-interest income:

I Banks in lower concentration countries have higher levels of
non-interest income.

I Distinct e�ects of non-interest income:

I Non-interest income is linked to higher levels of systemic risk
in low concentration countries.

I Covariates of systemic risk (MES) in a global sample of banks:

I Larger and less pro�table banks, banks with lower loan quality
and higher non-deposit funding are linked to higher systemic
risk. Surprisingly leverage is not linked to higher MES.
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Data

I Large banks- More than $5 billion USD in market value. Two
digit SIC code of 60 and four digit SIC code of 6712.

I Total sample of 174 banks. The analysis focuses on 109 banks
in 20 developed countries (MSCI de�nition), but results are
robust to inclusion of developing countries.

I Bankscope is used for annual accounting data and Datastream
for daily equity returns. The matching is done manually.

I The World Bank collection of development indicators is used
for national accounts data. The World Bank Banking and
Supervision Database (Barth, Caprio and Levine (2008)) for
country level regulations.

I Data is winsorized at 5th and 95thpercentile. Numbers which
are not in ratios are in in�ation-adjusted US dollars (year
2000).



Key variables

I Systemic Risk: We use Marginal Expected Shortfall (MES)
(Acharya, Pedersen, Philippon and Richardson (2009)).
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in bottom 5th percentile} and 0 otherwise.
I MES is calculated from July of each �scal year to June of the

next year.

I Non-interest income

I Ratio of non-interest income/gross interest income.

I Concentration

I Asset Her�ndahl index by calculating squared sum of share of
individual bank assets in total banking assets in Bankscope.

I Imprecise measure because of large number of foreign banks or
banks with assets in multiple countries.
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Summary -Year 2006

I Split sample into two by calculating the median asset HHI
each year and putting countries below the median asset HHI in
the Low Concentration (LC) sample.



Summary (1996-2010)



Di�erence In Non-Interest Income



Summary Stats-Volatility

I Volatility and correlation are calculated over three years using
annual data.



Di�erences in Volatility of Operating Pro�t



MES Regression



MES Regression-Components



Non-interest Income Regression



Return Regression



Robustness

I MES is a good predictor of equity losses in the Asian and
recent �nancial crises (2007-2009).

I Alternate measures of non-interest income like, non-interest
income/net interest income, yield similar results.

I MES regression results with non-interest income as
independent variable are robust to di�erent timeframes.
(before and during the crisis).

I Results hold even when developing countries are added to the
sample.

I Alternate measures of calculating Her�ndahl index using loans
or deposits yield similar results.



Conclusion

I Even though non-interest income may decrease individual
riskiness, it is correlated with higher levels of systemic risk, as
theorized by Wagner (2010).

I There are distinct e�ects of non-interest income on systemic
risk in markets with di�erent concentration levels. These could
be due to:

I A di�erence in size of non-interest income brought upon by
competitive pressure.

I The nature of non-interest income can be di�erent. This could
be recognized by the equity markets in terms of tail risk of
equity returns.
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